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Drive-by Download?? [1]?????????????, Web?????????????




???????????????????, ???? 3???????????????. ?
?????? 2???????? JavaScript????????????, ?????????
???????????????????.
Drive-by Download??????, Exploit Kit??????????????????. Ex-
ploit Kit???????????????????????????????. Exploit Kit?
???????????????????????????, ??????????????
???????????? [4]. Exploit Kit?????????????????????, ?
?????????????????. ?? [5]?, ??????????Drive-by Download
?????????????.
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1.2 ?????




???, Deep Learning?????????????????? Paragraph Vector????,
JavaScript???????????????????. ?????????? JavaScript?



















????, ???????Paragraph Vector????????. ????????????
Bag of Words?? 2.1?, Word Vector?? 2.2??????. ???, Paragrapg Vector??
??? 2.3?????.
2.1 Bag of Words????
????????????????????,??Bag of Words??????????. Bag
of Words??, ??????????????????????????? [6]. ??????
????????????.
???A, B, C, D? 4??????????????. ???? 4?????, ??????
??? 4???. ????,??B? (0, 1, 0, 0)????. ??????? 1-of-K??????.
Bag of Words?, 1-of-K????????????????????????. \A, C, A, D"
?????, (2, 0, 1, 1)?????????????. ?????????????????
??????????, ??????????????????????????.
2.2 Word Vector???
Word Vector?Mikolov [7]?????????, ?????????????????. ?
????????????????????????????, ?????????????
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? 2 ? Paragraph Vector
???. Word Vector??, ?????????????????????CBoW (Continuons










CBoW?????, ?????????wt??? 2k? (wt k,  ,wt 1,wt+1,  ,wt+k)???
??????, ???Bag of Words????????. ? 2.1? k = 2?????. ???, ?
???????????????????wt?????????????????????
???. ??????????????????????????????, ???????
?????????????????????. Word Vector?????, ????????
?????????. ??????????????????Word Vector?????.
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Paragraph Vector?Le [8]?????????,?????????????????. Word
Vector?????????????????????, Paragraph Vector?????????
????????????????. Paragraph Vector??, ??????????????
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? 2 ? Paragraph Vector
???????PV-DM (Distributed Memory Model of Paragraph Vector)?PV-DBoW (Dis-












graph id??,?????????????????. ??wt???2k? (wt k,  ,wt 1,wt+1,  ,wt+k)





?wt?????, PV-DBoW???????? Paragraph id????.
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??, ?????????? JavaScript??????????? 1?, ??????????
?????? 2?????.
3.1 ??????????JavaScript??
Likarish [11]?, ?????????? JavaScript?????????, ?????????
????????????. ??????, 1???????, ??????????????,













?? [12]?, ?? JavaScript?Paragraph Vector???????????????????.
??????????, ???????? JavaScript??????????????????
???????, ???????????????????????. ?????, Paragraph
Vector?????? JavaScript????????????????????.








?????. ??????????????????, ????????????????, ?
???? JavaScript?????????????????????????????????
?. ???, JavaScript?????????????????, Paragraph Vector??????
???? JavaScript??????, ????????????????.
?????? 2???????????????. ?? 1?? JavaScript????????
??????Paragraph Vector???????????????????. ????????
????? 4.2?????. ?? 2??, ?? 1??????????????? SVM???
????????.
4.2 ??1: ?????????




??????????? esprima [14]?????????????. esprima???????
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??? 4.1???.
!"#$%&&$'$($)$*+,
!"#, %&&, ', (, ), *, +,
? 4.1: ??????
??????????. JavaScript????????????????????????.
?????, ??????????????????????, Paragraph Vector?????
??????????????????????. ???, ??????????????
??, Paragraph Vector?????????????????????. ?????, ???
? NAME, ???? FUNC???????. ????????? 4.2???.
!"#$%&&$'$($)$*+,
!"#, -./01, ', (, ), *, +,
? 4.2: ??????




? 4 ? ????
4.3 ??2: JavaScript?????
?? 1? JavaScript??????????????????. ???????????, ?
?????????????. ??????????????, ?????????? SVM?
??????????. ??????? SVM????, ??????????????.
??????? JavaScript????????, ?? 1???????????. ???, ??
1?Paragraph Vector????????????????????????????????






??????? JavaScript????, malware-trac-analysis [15], Zerophage Malware [16],
Phish Tank [17]?????. malware-trac-analysis? Zerophage Malware??, ?????
??????????Web?????????????????? pcap?????????.
??? 2??Web????? pcap????, pcap????? JavaScript?????????.
???? JavaScript?????????????????????????.
Phish Tank?, ?????????????????Web??????. ????????
???????????????,????? JavaScript???????. ???? JavaScript
?????????????????????????.
JavaScript???????????????VirusTotal [18]????. VirusTotal?, ??
????????????????????????????????Web???????.
?????, 1??????????????????????????? JavaScript???
????????????????. ????????????, 490???? JavaScript?
??????.
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5.1.2 ????????
??????? JavaScript????, Alexa [19]??????????????Web???
?????. Alexa??, ?? 186??????????Web??????????????
???????. ???, ?????????? 50??????????? JavaScript???
??.
??, ???????????????Web?????????????????????
???, ???? JavaScript?VirusTotal??????. ?????, ??????????










?? True Positive(TP) False Positive(FP)
?? False Negative(FN) True Negative(TN)
True Positive (TP)???JavaScript????????????????, False Positive (FP)
???JavaScript???????????????. ??, True Negative (TN)???JavaScript
????????????????, False Negative (FN)??? JavaScript????????
???????.
??????????????????,??? (Precision),??? (Recall), F? (F-measure)
? 3???????. ???????? 3?????????. ???????????.
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F? (F-measure)?, ????????????????????????. ??????
??? 5.3??????.











?????, ??? 5??????????, epoch, window, size? 3?????????




??????, ?????????????????????. ??, ?????? 5????
?????.
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Paragraph Vector?????????????, SVM??????????? 5.2????
????????.
5.4.2 epoch
????, ??? epoch? (????)??????. ????? epoch?????????







? 5 ? ????




Recall???????????, epoch? 35?????????, epoch=35????????
????.
5.4.3 window
????, ??? window??????. ? 5.3????????, window???????
????. ????? window?????????? 5.4???. ??, SVM???????
? 5.4.1???????????. epoch?? 5.4.2???????????.
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window?, ???? 1, ???? 30??? 1??????????????. ??????
?????????????? 5.2???.




????, ??? size (????????)??????. ????? size????????
?? 5.5???. ??, SVM???????? 5.4.1???????????. epoch, window










? 5 ? ????
? 5.2: window???
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? 5.3: size???
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? 5 ? ????
??Recall???????. 1000???? size??????????????. size=1200?
???Recall????????????, 1200????????????.
5.4.5 ??
????, ??? Paragraph Vector???????????. ???? 5.6?????.











????, JavaScript????????????????????Paragraph Vector?, ??,
? 5.7: ????
?? Precision Recall F-measure
doc2vec-SVM 0.970 0.957 0.963
SdA-LR 0.949 0.948 0.948
SVM 0.920 0.742 0.764
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?????????????????????.
???, ??????????????????. ???? 5.4???????. ??, ??
???????????????, ?????????.
? 5.4: ?????




??????????. ???, ???????????Web???????? VirutTotal
????????????????????. ?????, ?? JavaScript????????






????, JavaScript???????????????????, Paragraph Vector???
???????????????????. ????????? SVM?????????, ?
? JavaScript??????????????. Precision? 97.0%, Recall? 95.7%????.
????, ????????? Paragraph Vector???????????????, ???
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?????????. ???, ???????????? JavaScript??????????.
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